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Abstract Science studies are persistently challenged by the elusive structures of their
subject matter, be it scientific knowledge or the various collectivities of researchers
engaged with its production. Bibliometrics has responded by developing a strong and
growing structural bibliometrics, which is concerned with delineating fields and identifying
thematic structures. In the course of these developments, a concern emerged and is steadily
growing. Do the sets of publications, authors or institutions we identify and visualise with
our methods indeed represent thematic structures? To what extent are results of topic
identification exercises determined by properties of knowledge structures, and to what
extent are they determined by the approaches we use? Do we produce more than artefacts?
These questions triggered the collective process of comparative topic identification
reported in this special issue. The introduction traces the history of bibliometric approaches
to topic identification, identifies the major challenges involved in these exercises, and
introduces the contributions to the special issue.
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Introduction
Science studies are persistently challenged by the elusive structures of their subject matter,
be it scientific knowledge or the various collectivities of researchers engaged with its
production. The production of scientific knowledge is a self-organising process in which
researchers recombine existing knowledge in their production of new knowledge claims. In
this process, interpretations of knowledge and frames of reference in which interpretations
occur are constantly changed, shared, or disassociated. The collectives (groups, networks,
communities) involved in the production of knowledge evolve concurrently in a stream of
temporary and partial memberships, thereby creating the fluid cognitive and social structures we commonly refer to as fields, specialties, or topics.
The identification and delineation of these socio-cognitive structures has been a central
problem of at least three weakly related strands of scholarship: library and information
science; sociology of science, and bibliometrics.1 The oldest field dealing with these
problems is librarianship, which has to fulfil its two central tasks of curation (keeping
collections current and relevant) and information retrieval under conditions of a rapidly
growing internal differentiation of science and hybridisation of fields. Books and bibliographies need to be brought under subject headings, which means that disciplines and
fields must be reflected in science classifications (Kedrow 1975). The problem of changing
socio-cognitive structures has also been addressed in the field of knowledge organization.
Here, the problem appears under the label of ‘‘domain analysis’’ and is discussed in terms
of the extraction of ‘‘concepts’’ rather than topics. The aim is to generate adequate
knowledge organisation systems, i.e., taxonomies, controlled vocabularies, classifications,
etc. (see Smiraglia 2015).
The sociology of science noticed early on that the processes of knowledge production it
aims to explain vary considerably between fields, and introduced distinctions between
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ or ‘basic’ and ‘applied’ disciplines. The reception of Kuhn’s (1962) model
of paradigm and corresponding community development led to more fine-grained perspectives, which considered (but rarely compared) scientific specialties (Chubin 1976).
Bibliometrics has responded to these theoretical concerns and to political interests in
selectively promoting societally relevant, interdisciplinary and lately emerging fields. It
developed a strong and growing structural bibliometrics, which is concerned with delineating
fields and identifying thematic structures. A similar and now often coinciding interest has
been developed in applied bibliometrics. Bibliometric studies have observed that fieldspecific research practices are reflected in rhetorical, publication and citation practices. The
resulting differences necessitate field-specific bibliometric indicators, measurement techniques, and time windows (Moed et al. 1985; Glänzel and Schoepflin 1995; Moed 2005).
Field delineation has become an important tool for normalising citation counts in bibliometric
evaluations (e.g. Leydesdorff et al. 2016b) as well as mapping emerging, inter- and transdisciplinary fields (e.g. Leydesdorff and Bornmann 2011; Small et al. 2014).
The rise of bibliometric methods for field delineation and topic identification has been
supported by the strong growth of the field of bibliometrics in general and by the increase in
computing power. Over the last three decades, faster and more complex algorithms of language processing, network analysis, and visualization have been developed and applied to the
problem of topic and field delineation. All three kinds of algorithms are also indicative of the
import of methods from other fields such as linguistics, informatics, or physics.
1

There are certainly more, e.g. topic modelling, which we will briefly discuss later (‘‘A brief history of
topic detection’’ section).
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In the course of these developments, a concern emerged and is steadily growing. Do the
sets of publications, authors or institutions we identify and visualise with our methods indeed
represent thematic structures? To what extent are results of topic identification exercises
determined by properties of knowledge structures, and to what extent are they determined by
the approaches we use? Do we produce more than artefacts? To our knowledge, these
questions have first been raised by Leydesdorff (1987). Unfortunately, the methodological
reflexivity in bibliometric research they should have triggered did not emerge at that time.
The questions’ persistent relevance is illustrated by a recent discussion of the tenuousness of
the link between ‘ground truths’ about nodes and communities in networks. Between them,
Hric et al. (2014) and their critics (Peel et al. 2016) came up with several reasons why
topological community detection algorithms might not be able to reconstruct ‘ground truths’
about nodes. There might be more than one ground truth corresponding to the same network,
these ground truths might be differently linked to the metadata describing network nodes, the
network’s community structure might not reflect the structure of the metadata representing a
particular ground truths, or the community detection algorithm might perform poorly. These
reasons are difficult to disambiguate, if at all.
Questions about the respective influences of real-world properties and methods on topic
identification triggered the collective process of comparative topic identification that we
report in this special issue. The process emerged from a project on measuring the epistemic
diversity of research (Gläser et al. 2015). In order to measure the epistemic diversity of a
research field, this field must be delineated, and topics in the field must be identified. In
contrast to many other purposes of field delineation and topic identification, the measurement of diversity is affected by variation in the delineation of fields or topics. This is
why the discussion between the project and its advisory board soon focused on the
questions formulated above. We invited further colleagues to a series of workshops on
approaches to topic identification. At some point, the idea emerged to learn about our
approaches by applying them to the same data set and to compare the outcomes.
The aim of this collaboration, whose results are presented in this special issue, is to use
comparisons as a source of learning about one’s own approach. Our premise is that there is
not one ‘best way’ of identifying topics for two reasons. First, the structure of a body of
knowledge is in the eye of the beholder, i.e., more than one valid thematic structure can be
constructed depending on the perspective applied to the knowledge. Second, topical
structures are reconstructed for specific purposes, so if at all, there might be a best method
for a given purpose. This is why instead of finding the one best solution, we aim to develop
a deeper understanding of the ways in which specific properties of the approaches we use
create differences between our results.
The papers in this special issue address these questions in their presentation of
approaches and of comparisons. Before we introduce the papers, we briefly sketch the
history of topic identification, explain why we think that a comparative approach may help
addressing key unresolved theoretical and methodological issues, and describe the data set
used by all experiments published in this special issue.

A brief history of topic detection
The Mertonian sociology of science originated with structuralist concerns with the
emergence and possibility of the social system of science in modern societies. However,
questions about the social structure of and processes in the whole science system were soon
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enriched by questions about specific processes in specific fields. Empirical observations
and models of scientific development such as Kuhn’s (1962) made soon clear that scientists
interact with each other quite selectively, and that a common concern with specific
knowledge both directs these interactions and emerges from them. The research interests of
the sociology of science were oriented towards the emergence of scientific specialties (see
the review of this literature by Edge and Mulkay 1976, pp. 350–402) and in the covariation of cognitive differences between fields and their social structures (Whitley
2000[1984]). It soon became clear to sociologists of science that scientific specialties were
the primary social units in which research was conducted, while disciplines remained the
social forms of teaching (Chubin 1976). As for the general structure of science, several
proposals of a hierarchical organization consisting of problem areas and research fields
were made (e.g. Whitley 1974). Other notions such as ‘invisible colleges’ were also used
but never particularly clearly defined in a sociological sense (Crane 1972).
The interest in field-specific processes was not accompanied by many efforts to properly
delineate fields or other units. For many sociological investigations, the boundaries of
fields were not important. For example, researchers studying the transmission of tacit
knowledge (Collins 1974), scientific controversies (Collins 1975) or the standardization of
research practices (Cambrosio and Keating 1988) only had to make sure that their
empirical objects did belong to the field they were interested in. Such empirical investigations did not usually attempt to capture whole fields or scientific communities. At the
same time, sociologists observed that the networks of researchers they were interested in
could not be easily delineated. Neither properties of the literature nor questioning scientists
led to unambiguous results (Crawford 1971; Crane 1972, pp. 41–47; Woolgar 1976).
Sociologists came to the conclusion that the ‘‘research networks’’ they were interested in
are ‘‘amorphous social groupings’’ (Mulkay 1977, p. 113), and that it is impossible to
identify unambiguously all members of such a grouping (Mulkay et al. 1975, pp. 188–190;
Woolgar 1976, pp. 234–235; for a more recent confirmation of these findings see
Verspagen and Werker 2003).
The field of bibliometrics rapidly grew at this time. The availability of the Science
Citation Index (SCI) and improving access to computing power enabled efficient explorations of the intellectual structure of the sciences. During the last four decades, these
explorations have grown into an important topic of bibliometrics. This development has
partly been driven by three changes to bibliometrics’ resources, namely the availability of
electronic versions of the large abstract and citation databases (Web of Science and
Scopus), the subsequently introduced online access to these databases, and the local
availability of the full citation databases in major bibliometric centres, which improved
these centres’ opportunities to consolidate the data and develop dedicated software.
The basic strategy of all explorations of intellectual structure has remained the same
ever since the first experiments by Henry Small and his colleagues (Small 1973, 1977;
Griffith et al. 1974; Small and Griffith 1974). A set of publications is delineated and its
intellectual structure analysed with algorithms that utilise properties of these publications.
The first step sometimes uses an entire database, which in itself covers only a sub-section
of scientific publications. Alternatively, a sub-section of the database is created by
downloads based on dedicated search strings for titles, keywords, or abstracts, lists of
specified journals, or subject categories provided by the database. In some cases, this
download is expanded by additionally applying citation-based methods.
The second step, the actual exploration of intellectual structure by identifying and
delineating topics, was dominated for some time by co-citation clustering, which was first
suggested independently by Small (1973) and Marshakova (1973) and soon used for the
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identification of specialties and research fronts (Small 1973; Griffith et al. 1974; Small and
Griffith 1974). The 1980s saw a significant increase in the variety of properties of publications utilised and approaches utilising them. White and Griffiths (1981) introduced
author co-citation, which was used for the analysis of intellectual structures of disciplines
(White and McCain 1998). Callon et al. (1983) suggested co-word analysis, an approach
that treated the co-occurrence of words in a document analogously to the co-occurrence of
publications in reference lists. Similar to author co-citation, co-word analysis has been
used widely in the exploration of thematic structures of paper sets that were otherwise
retrieved (Rip and Courtial 1984; Tijssen 1992; Van Raan and Tijssen 1993).
Leydesdorff suggested using journal to journal citations, which were applied by him and
his colleagues both on the whole Web of Science and for the analysis of subfields (Leydesdorff 1986; Leydesdorff and Cozzens 1993; Leydesdorff 2004; Leydesdorff and Rafols
2009).
Quite surprisingly, the pendant to co-citation, bibliographic coupling, has been used for
topic identification with significant delay. Although introduced early on by Kessler (1963),
it was first used for topic detection by Schiminovich (1971) but his suggestion did not lead
to a development similar to that of co-citation analysis. Instead, bibliographic coupling was
rediscovered much later. Glänzel and Czerwon (1996) used bibliographic coupling to
identify core documents. Jarneving (2001) appears to have been the second to use bibliographic coupling for topic detection. Bibliographic coupling is, however, an important
part of hybrid methods that combine bibliographic coupling and text-analytic methods
(Glenisson et al. 2005; Janssens et al. 2007).
Some research groups were able to exploit their access to local versions of Thomson
Reuters’ or Elsevier’s citation databases and the opportunity to develop programmes that
operate directly on these databases. Combined with increased computing power and the
publication of ever more efficient algorithms, this access enabled the clustering of all
publications indexed in the Web of Science (respectively Scopus) based on co-citations or
direct citations (Boyack et al. 2005; Klavans and Boyack 2011; Waltman and van Eck
2012).
The most recent development in the context of topic identification is stochastic topic
modelling. This approach assumes that words in a document arise from a number of latent
topics, which are defined as distributions over a fixed vocabulary (Blei 2012). Topic
modelling uses full texts of documents in order to identify topics, and assumes that all
documents share all topics in varying proportions. The most widespread method of topic
modelling, latent Dirichlet analysis, assigns words to topics according to the prevalence of
words across topics and of topics in a document (Yau et al. 2014). Stochastic topic
modelling is used on a wide range of document sets. While the potential of topic modelling
remains to be explored, it has one feature that is somewhat at odds with the science studies
approach to topic identification, namely the necessity to decide ex ante how many topics
there are in a given set of papers.
In the course of this evolution of topic detection, the validity of attempts to identify
topics and delineate fields has always been a concern. Considerations of validity (or
‘‘accuracy’’, Boyack and Klavans 2010) led to numerous partial comparisons of approaches
to field delineation and topic identification, most of which either focused on similarity
measures for papers (see e.g. the review in Boyack and Klavans 2010; Klavans and Boyack
2015) or on clustering methods (Šubelj et al. 2016). These papers also highlight the central
problem of these exercises: Since there is no ‘ground truth’ available, comparisons have to
use arbitrary yardsticks. In most cases, several similarity measures are compared against
one that is set as universal yardstick. Klavans and Boyack (2015) use documents with more
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than 100 references, while Šubelj et al. (2016) analyse statistical properties of solutions and
use their own expertise in scientometrics. None of these approaches indicates convergence
on a shared, theoretically justified standard for establishing validity. Interestingly enough,
the attempts to bring consistency to research on the identification of thematic structures
appear to suffer from the disease they attempt to cure: Comparison exercises reference
each other without serious engagement, and the growing body of literature does not produce a coherent body of knowledge.
Attempts to let experts from the analysed fields validate the outcome of bibliometric
approaches to the identification of thematic structures illustrate the problem. If maps are
presented to experts, they tend to agree that most of the structure presented to them makes
sense, while some aspects of the maps do not (Healey et al. 1986; Bauin et al. 1991, p. 133;
Noyons 2001, 2004). This is not surprising given that experts have to match a map given to
them to one of a set of equally valid scientific perspectives. As Law et al. (1988, p. 262) put it:
… though scientists recognize the themes of research that we have identified, and
generally think that they represent a reasonable tally of acidification-relevant work,
the adequacy of our assessment of the relationship between these themes is more
difficult to test. We are currently in the process of analysing our interviews in order
to derive an interview-based depiction of the structure of acidification research. This
task is complicated, not only by the fact that judgements have to be made about what
count as synonyms, but also because each scientist has her own special view of
science. Our problem, then, is analogous to that of putting together the views of
Londoners, Mancunians, Glaswegians and Aberdonians in order to create a map of
the United Kingdom. It is possible, but it is not straightforward.
There are also findings of bibliometric research that point to principal limitations of
attempts to delineate thematic structures. Katz (1999) and Van Raan (1990, 2000)
described the fractal structure of scientific knowledge as represented in publications. These
findings are supported by failed attempts to identify ‘natural’ boundaries of fields, i.e.,
significant changes in bibliometric parameters that may indicate the existence of a topic’s
or field’s boundary (Noyons and van Raan 1998; Zitt and Bassecoulard 2006).
At the current stage of this development, the challenge to the field of bibliometrics
posed by the task of topic identification can be described as follows. Thematic structures
are doubtlessly very important to scientists and shape their work more than many other
conditions of research. However, in spite of numerous attempts at topic delineation with an
ever-growing number of methodologies of increasing sophistication, bibliometrics still
cannot be sure about the relationship between the clusters of papers produced by its
methods and the ‘ground truths’ about scientific topics. We know that we construct
something relevant and important, and that active researchers can make sense of many
structures we construct. However, we still have an insufficient understanding of the way in
which our constructions relate to the thematic structures that shape research.
One of the reasons for this state is that the methodological developments we mentioned
in our brief account have largely occurred in isolation from each other. As a rule, bibliometricians do not reproduce each other’s results because they are either unable or not
interested to do so (see Leydesdorff et al. 2016a for a recent case of irreplicability). As a
consequence, there is no methodology of topic identification that systematically relates
types of data and their properties, research or application problems, and approaches to the
identification of thematic structures in science. In this respect, topic identification appears
to be art rather than science, with bibliometricians separately feeling their way through the
exercise until results make sense.
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A comparative approach to unresolved issues
So far, approaches to and results of topic identification exercises appear to be incommensurable. This is highly unsatisfying because there is no cumulative growth of
knowledge, which means that the local progress made by many bibliometricians does not
translate into progress of topic identification as a research area. Progress of a research area
is possible only when findings can be related to each other and be placed in a larger
consistent framework, which evolves with each contribution that is placed in it.
This kind of progress is difficult for various reasons, some of which are beyond the
control of bibliometricians. The problems begin already with the nature of our empirical
object. Although topics are doubtless ‘out there’ and influence researchers’ actions, they
are ambiguous because they look different from several equally valid scientific perspectives and because they are incompletely represented in any set of papers we might analyse.
There are multiple partial ‘ground truths’, which cannot easily serve as a yardstick for topic
identification.
Under these conditions, the activity we commonly call ‘topic identification’ is much
more an exercise in topic construction. We make decisions on how to model the data based
on the information contained in a set of publications, choose algorithms with specific
properties, and set parameters for these algorithms. The decisions we make affect the
outcome of topic identification procedures in ways that are not yet fully understood. We do
not simply ‘discover’ the topics that ‘are in the data’ but actively construct them. This is
not to say that our results are arbitrary and have nothing to do with the reality of topics in
sets of publications as constructed and perceived by researchers.2 Instead, being aware of
the constructive nature of our approaches should help us to identify the relative influence of
‘ground truths’, data models, cluster algorithms, and other elements of our approaches.
The constructive nature of our approaches is also expressed by the definition of ‘topic’
we use. Three different kinds of definitions appear to coexist. Operational definitions,
which define ‘topic’ as the outcome of a specific procedure, appear to be most common.
We can also find pragmatic definitions, which define a topic as the thematic structure an
external client wants to be investigated. Theoretical definitions, which define ‘topic’ in the
context of the state of the art of science studies, have become exceedingly rare. Sometimes
we even proceed without an explicit definition, in which case an implicit understanding of
our object shapes our approach to identifying it.
Naturally, the definition of ‘topic’ influences the assessment of the solutions we produce. On what grounds do we consider a cluster solution to be ‘satisfactory’? As we argued
above, this assessment cannot be based on explicit arguments about the validity of
approaches for two reasons. First, we have no way to determine whether our approaches
truly reconstruct what we intend them to reconstruct. Second, we know that several different but equally valid solutions are likely to coexist. Our feeling that a solution is ‘good’
often includes an implicit notion of validity, which is based on experience. Apart from that,
technical criteria, such as stability, or pragmatic criteria, such as ‘fits the purpose’, appear
to dominate. If, however, the suitability of an outcome for the purposes at hand plays an
important role in the assessment of solutions, we need to make explicit the purposes of
topic identification and the assessment criteria derived from them.
To make things even more complicated, any clustering exercise of document spaces is a
combination of bibliometric approaches and generic algorithms that have been developed
2

The fact that researchers actively construct scientific topics, and do so differently depending on their own
research, is one of the main causes for the difficulties involved in bibliometrically reconstructing topics.
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in statistics, network analysis, or computer science. When engaging in topic identification,
bibliometricians usually apply algorithms developed for non-bibliometric purposes to their
bibliometric data models.
Thus, a further important decision that is sometimes made without full awareness of its
consequences is the choice of the clustering algorithm that is applied to the data. Algorithms are based on assumptions about their input, i.e., they ‘presume’ that the data they are
applied to have certain properties. They also create an output with specific properties,
properties that are not necessarily in accordance with the intentions of topic reconstruction.
The best-known example for such properties is probably the ‘chaining effect’ of singlelinkage clustering, i.e., the tendency of the algorithm to create ‘long’ clusters whose
opposite ends may be thematically very different. Modularity-optimising algorithms ‘‘may
fail to identify modules smaller than a scale which depends on the total size of the network
and on the degree of interconnectedness of the modules, even in cases where modules are
unambiguously defined’’ (Fortunato and Barthélemy 2007, p. 36). Other algorithms tend to
produce clusters of uniform size or create a specific size distribution of clusters. If the realworld properties of document spaces we want to cluster deviate from those ‘preferred’ by
algorithms, the algorithms create artefacts. In other words, algorithms have ‘bad habits’
that may severely distort the reconstruction of topics. We do not know enough about ‘bad
habits’ of our algorithms. Systematic knowledge about these effects could contribute much
to our understanding of the cluster solutions we produce.
How does the comparison presented in this special issue help us to address these
problems? When we began the comparative cluster analysis, we were well aware of the
limits. We do not have a yardstick for assessing cluster solutions, either. Our lack of expert
knowledge of the subject matter—astronomy and astrophysics—prevents us from associating solutions, or parts of them, with accepted scientific perspectives of the field. Any
interpretation of cluster solutions is limited by our general knowledge of the field. Any
comparison we conduct ourselves is limited to finding commonalities and differences
between cluster solutions produced by different approaches.
But even with these limitations, we feel that the exercise in comparing approaches to
topic reconstruction was useful. First, in the microcosm of interaction, in the lab-like
sphere and in particular in the last phase of working together on one data set, we learned
how to better present our own and inquire about other approaches. The learning process is
documented in the contributions to the special issue, especially in the comparison paper.
As a consequence, all contributions to this special issue are results of close collaborations.
Second, the comparison triggered the demand for more comparison. We began to
‘exchange’ data models. Velden applied the Infomap algorithm (as described by Velden
et al. 2017b) to the 2010 network of papers and their cited sources and provided the results
for use by Havemann et al. (2017). Havemann et al. (2017) applied their algorithm to the
2003–2010 direct citation network that was used by Velden et al. (2017b) and Van Eck and
Waltman (2017). Wang and Koopman (2017) additionally used the Louvain algorithm with
their data model. This algorithm was also used by Glänzel and Thijs (2017) and (in
modified form) by Van Eck and Waltman (2017) on their data. These comparisons gradually fill a matrix of data models and approaches (see Velden et al. 2017a). Each of the
additional experiments improves the comparison of approaches by reducing the number of
possible sources of variance.
Third, simply observing commonalities and differences between cluster analyses forced
us to question our approaches. Why does one solution construct a cluster in a specific
region of the network, while the other does not? Why do approaches seem to ‘agree’ on
topics in some regions of the network but not in others? These questions made us look
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more closely at the solutions we produced and their relationships to the data models we
used. Although we cannot argue by invoking a ‘ground truth’, we can compare structural
properties and contents of clusters. For the latter, we started from an idea Kevin Boyack
has applied for a while and created ‘cluster description sheets’ that list the distribution of
documents over time, the most frequent keywords, journals and authors, and the most
highly cited publications. The discussion about methods to compare cluster solutions led to
two new papers on thesaurus-based methods (Boyack 2017b) and on labelling (Koopman
and Wang 2017). It also further informed the ‘comparison paper’ by Velden et al. (2017a).
Thus, although an ultimate validation based on a single undisputed ‘ground truth’
remains impossible, we were able to address the above-described problems. Establishing
comparability and reproducibility of clustering exercises is very difficult, and some of the
obstacles we discussed are beyond the control of bibliometricians. Nevertheless, meeting
these challenges seems crucial for bibliometrics to become a cumulative enterprise.

The data set: WoS astronomy and astrophysics papers 2003–2010
For our exercise, we selected the field of astronomy and astrophysics because its publications are very well covered by journal publication databases (Moed 2005, p. 130) and
because it has a reputation as being relatively well separated from other fields. Since some
groups projected the data set on their own databases, not all clustering exercises used
exactly the same data set. Deviations are, however, small. They are described in the
contributions on the clustering exercises.
We downloaded all articles, letters and proceedings papers from the Web of Science
published 2003–2010 in journals listed in the category Astronomy and Astrophysics of the
Journal Citation Reports of these years. We chose the period from 2003–2010 because several
approaches work with direct citation networks and thus require a longer time window. The
actual length of the time window was not a sensitive issue for any of the approaches.
Each of the groups had access to the Web of Science. The Berlin group downloaded the
data through the web interface and provided a list of UT codes (the Accession Numbers,
i.e., the unique publication identifiers used in the Web of Science databases), which were
used by the others to match their downloads or to identify the publications in their own
database. The latter procedure caused some deviations (Glänzel and Thijs 2017) and an
interesting matching of WoS and Scopus datasets (Boyack 2017a).
Since the WoS download does not include the links between citing and cited records, an
additional cleaning and matching of references was necessary. In particular, abbreviated
journal titles varied significantly across reference lists and had to be standardised with rulebased scripts.

Introducing contributions to the special issue
The selection of approaches presented in this special issue results from the history of the
meetings and eventually from the availability of groups to contribute to the special issue
(Table 1). This is one reason why we see this special issue as the beginning of a specific
methodological discourse which hopefully will spread throughout the bibliometrics
community.
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Table 1 Table of content of the special issue ‘‘Same data—different results?’’
Introduction
Gläser et al.: Same data—different results? Towards a comparative approach to the identification of
thematic structures in science
Known methods applied
Boyack (a): Investigating the effect of global data on topic detection
Wang and Koopman: Clustering articles based on semantic similarity
Velden et al. (b): Mapping the cognitive structure of astrophysics by infomap: clustering of the citation
network and topic affinity analysis
Van Eck and Waltman: Citation-based clustering of publications using CitNetExplorer and VOSviewer
New methods applied
Glänzel and Thijs: Using hybrid methods and ‘core documents’ for the representation of clusters and
topics. The astronomy dataset
Havemann et al.: Memetic search for overlapping topics based on a local evaluation of link communities
Koopman et al.: Contextualization of topics (extended): browsing through the universe of bibliographic
information
Synthesis
Boyack (b): Thesaurus-based methods for mapping contents of publication sets
Koopman and Wang: Mutual information based labelling and comparing clusters
Velden et al. (a): Comparison of topic extraction approaches and their results

The attempt to compare our approaches to topic identification presented us with three
challenges. A first challenge emerges from the nature of our knowledge. While we know
our own approaches well enough to successfully apply them, we also need to be aware of
the ‘screws and levers’ we use in order to produce what we think is a good result. Some of
this knowledge is tacit, which means that we do not (cannot) usually communicate it. This
affects the opportunities for others to understand, let alone reproduce, our solutions.
The second challenge concerns the comparison of approaches to topic identification.
Owing to the solitary nature of methods development and application in bibliometrics, the
need of comparison of approaches has been made explicit very rarely, if at all. All
approaches presented in this special issue identify groups of astronomy and astrophysics
papers that are supposed to represent topics. However, these paper sets were produced by
quite different means. What information must be shared to understand how an approach
produced the reported results? How can we understand approaches to topic identification in
a comparative perspective?
A third challenge concerns the comparison of outcomes of topic identification
approaches. It turned out that such a comparison is a major methodological challenge in its
own right. Given that there is no yardstick against which ‘better’ or ‘worse’ solutions can
be identified: How does one compare solutions that cluster papers? What are important
commonalities and differences between solutions? How can these differences be explained
by linking them to properties of approaches?
The papers in this special issue address these challenges by describing approaches used
for topic reconstruction, identifying decisions that have an impact on the outcome, and
comparing solutions produced with different approaches. This special issue includes two
types of papers presenting approaches to topic detection. The section ‘Known methods
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applied’ contains papers that are based on the application of existing methods to our
dataset. The approaches have already been published, and so the papers recapitulate the
information that is necessary for integrating them in the comparative perspective.
Boyack (2017a) matches our Astro-dataset to his model of the full Scopus database.
This makes it possible not only to discuss the quality of the subject delineation but also to
compare local and global perspectives of the dataset. Boyack demonstrates convincingly
that partitioning a subset of a database forces the creation of some topics that cannot be
considered as such if their environment of documents from neighbouring disciplines is
taken into account. His observations challenge the use of journal-based document sets to
identify the structure of scientific fields.
Wang and Koopman (2017) apply and extend their method for building semantic
matrices to the Astro-dataset (as detailed in Koopman et al. 2017) and use two algorithms,
namely K-means and Louvain, to construct topics. They compensate for a major weakness
of K-means—the necessity to determine the number of clusters ex ante—by constructing a
baseline from four other clustering solutions presented in this volume and determining the
number of clusters for which the K-means solution best fits this baseline. The comparison
of their solutions to each other and to the other solutions provided in this volume suggest
that clustering solutions depend more strongly on the data models than on the algorithms
used.
Velden et al. (2017b) construct the direct citation network of the Astro-dataset, to which
they apply the Infomap algorithm. Since this algorithm produces nearly 2000 clusters, it is
applied a second time to these clusters and thus leads to a solution consisting of 21 clusters.
Due to its stochastic nature, the algorithm produces different solutions in each run, which,
however, are largely consistent. In their discussion of the two consecutive runs of their
algorithm, Velden et al. point out the impact of this decision on the size of the topics finally
obtained and raise the interesting question how the ‘right’ level of an algorithm’s resolution can be determined.
Van Eck and Waltman (2017) use CitNetExplorer, a recently developed tool that is also
available online, for clustering the direct citation network and exploring the solution. The
clustering is produced by their smart local moving algorithm, which is an improvement of
the Louvain algorithm. They produce clustering solutions at four different resolution levels
with more than 400 clusters at the highest resolution level and 22 clusters at the lowest
level. The solution with 22 clusters is used in our comparative exercise and is analysed in
detail in the paper using CitNetExplorer and VOSviewer. Both tools can be used for an
exploration of the clustering solution at the aggregate level and for ‘drilling down’ to
individual publications and their citation relations respectively term maps of individual
clusters.
The next section ‘New methods applied’ presents new approaches that have not yet been
fully described elsewhere. The first of these is the paper by Glänzel and Thijs (2017), who
introduce a new method of hybrid clustering that combines bibliographic coupling and
lexical coupling. Their data model enables the adjustment of the relative influences of
bibliographic and lexical coupling on the clustering. Furthermore, they use two different
lexical approaches (single term and noun phrases). From the many possible combinations
of these parameters, the authors compare pure bibliographic coupling to one hybrid of
bibliographic and single-term lexical coupling and one hybrid of bibliographic and nounphrase lexical coupling. The Louvain algorithm is applied to each of these data models
with two resolution levels. Core documents are used to further investigate the cluster
structures. The comparison of the six solutions shows that they are consistent, and that the
solutions at different resolution levels form a hierarchy in each case.
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Havemann et al. (2017) argue that from a theoretical point of view, topics are overlapping thematic structures, and that reconstructing this particular feature of topics requires
going beyond hard clustering. They cluster links instead of nodes and develop a memetic
algorithm that combines random and deterministic searches. Since the algorithm grows a
large number of communities independently from each other rather than partitioning the
network, it explicitly burdens the analyst with decisions that sometimes remain hidden in
other algorithms. These include explicit decisions on the minimum size of a community
that justifies considering it as representing a topic and on the minimum dissimilarity of
communities for them to be considered as representing different topics.
Koopman et al. (2017) apply ideas from information retrieval for building a system that
supports the exploration of a semantic space, in this case a semantic space constructed
from the Astro-dataset (LittleAriadne). Their approach differs from lexical approaches in
bibliometrics in its inclusion of all components of an article. The authors demonstrate how
this system can be used to explore the content of articles, clusters, and whole clustering
solutions. They also use LittleAriadne for comparing cluster solutions of the Astro-dataset
provided by the other contributors to this volume, thereby supporting the understanding of
commonalities of and differences between approaches.
The paper by Koopman et al. already introduces the topic of comparing cluster solutions. The last section of the issue, ‘Synthesis’, contains three papers, namely two shorter
papers that propose new methods for comparing cluster solutions and a joint paper by a
larger group of authors of this issue that compares the cluster solutions produced by the
group. Boyack (2017b) uses a domain specific knowledge organization system, the Unified
Astronomy Thesaurus, to index all documents in the Astro-dataset. From the thesaurus
terms assigned to documents, he created a basemap on which clusters could be positioned
and thus compared. Koopman and Wang (2017) apply Mutual Information measures to
compare distributions of terms across clusters and cluster solutions.
The final ‘comparison paper’ by Velden et al. (2017a) starts from an overview of data
models and clustering algorithms used by the participants and then applies a variety of
tools (including the new ones introduced by the two preceding papers) to compare the
solutions. In its comparison of all solutions, pairwise comparisons of solutions and in-depth
comparisons of particular clusters created by some of the solutions, the paper advances
strategies and methods for comparison. The central challenge remains comparing the
constructed clusters as representations of thematic structures without using an understanding of the research content, which bibliometricians usually do not have for domains
they apply their methods to. Responding to the challenge, the paper and the accompanying
explanations of the methodologies demonstrate how we can achieve at least some
understanding of the reasons why different approaches construct different topics.

Looking forward
The articles in this special issue detail what we have learned about our approaches, the
solutions they provide, and critical decisions in a topic reconstruction exercise. Where do
we go from here? We would like to emphasise three lessons we consider particularly
important and to invite the bibliometrics community to join us in moving forward the
comparative approach to topic reconstruction.
The first lesson is that our comparative exercise once more highlighted the importance
of notions of ‘topic’ underlying the approaches to topic identification. Our conviction that
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we can identify topics is based on a tacit understanding of what a ‘topic’ is. We need to
discuss this more explicitly. Several contributions to this special issue identified problems that might require a more explicit definition of the concept, be it because the
minimum size of a structure that can represent a topic needs to be determined (Havemann et al. 2017; Van Eck and Waltman 2017; Velden et al. 2017b) or because topics
look differently if the environment of the paper set is included (Boyack 2017a). Furthermore, all approaches reported in this special issue require decisions that have consequences for the number of topics constructed. While only the K-means algorithm
required the exact number of topics to be determined ex ante, the other algorithms
required indirect decisions on numbers of topics. In other cases, the number of clusters
followed from the combination of a data model with resolution levels of the algorithm
(Louvain and the smart moving local algorithm), the decision to run the algorithm twice
in order to obtain a manageable number of clusters (Infomap), or the selection of a cutoff point at which the network is sufficiently covered and structured by topics (memetic
algorithm). Do we assume that different decisions would have produced different but
equally valid solutions, i.e., that any partitioning of a set of papers into topics returns a
valid set of topics? Can we make explicit our understanding of ‘topic’ on which the
answer to this question is based?
Our understanding of ‘topic’ is closely linked to the purpose of a topic reconstruction
exercise. This points to a limitation of our comparison exercise and thus to a task for
future comparative research. The assessment of validity needs to be complemented by
an assessment of appropriateness. For example, exploring the thematic structure of the
disciplines astronomy and astrophysics for sociological purposes might lead to the
construction of hundreds of overlapping or hierarchically organized topics, while mapping the field for science policy or management clients would require a much simpler
structure. Detecting emerging topics would be a different matter again because a few
small special topics would need to be identified. In this special issue, we focused on
technical aspects of topic reconstruction, thereby disregarding for the moment that
different approaches fit different purposes. The purposes for which the authors of this
special issue commonly use ‘their’ approaches are only implicitly present in the authors’
methodological choices. Systematically linking approaches and decisions to purposes of
topic reconstruction would be an important step forward. This step must include the
reconstruction of topics from outside perspectives (e.g. applied or political ones), as was
illustrated by Leydesdorff et al. (2012), who used medical subject headings to construct
a perspective on the dynamics of medical innovations. Again, the major task ahead of us
is a systematic comparison of links between purposes, approaches, and their outcomes in
terms of topic reconstruction. Our current contribution to this future work is suggesting
a framework and language for a comparative approach. We also want to avoid normative myopia that recommends the ‘best’ approach or at least a best-for-that-purpose
approach.
As part of this framework, we need to open up the question of algorithms. While we are
in control of our data models, we tend to leave algorithms as they are provided by
computer scientists or physicists. To be sure, we ‘shop around’ and identify weaknesses of
algorithms that make them unsuitable for the task, which we try to overcome (see Wang
and Koopman 2017 on K-means, Van Eck and Waltman 2017 on transforming Louvain,
Velden et al. 2017b on running Infomap repeatedly) or use as decision criteria (see Glänzel
and Thijs 2017 on abandoning Ward in favour of Louvain). But the larger problem is
highlighted rather than solved by these workarounds. It also goes beyond the problem of
‘bad habits’ of algorithms mentioned earlier in this article. The algorithms provided by
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other disciplines are not neutral but have built-in assumptions about network properties and
‘ground truths’ expressed by these properties. We need to explore these assumptions and
find algorithms whose in-built assumptions match the properties of bibliometric networks
and topics.
The joint comparison of approaches to topic identification that is documented in this
special issue is only a first step. We will continue to explore our own solutions in order to
learn more. In particular, we want to talk to experts from astronomy and astrophysics. This
poses an interesting new challenge in itself because the interaction between bibliometrics
and field experts now has a new purpose. Instead of ‘validating’ the outcome of one
bibliometric exercise (or finding the ‘most true’ one in our case), the collaboration with
experts would now be aimed at identifying perspectives from which certain (aspects of)
cluster solutions make sense in astronomy and astrophysics.
To make the most of our comparative exercise, we would like to include as many
colleagues as possible. The permission by Clarivate Analytics to make the dataset of our
exercise available with a user-friendly license enables a topic identification challenge
(Gläser 2017): Dear colleagues, we invite you to apply your approach to topic identification to our data, and to use the comparison to our results for achieving a deeper
understanding of your own approach. We offer our own solutions for comparison and some
tools to support comparisons at www.topic-challenge.info.
As a conclusion to this article, we would also like to invite the bibliometrics community
to consider further bibliometric problems to which a comparative approach like ours
should be applied. Topic identification is an important task in bibliometrics but by no
means the only one which could benefit from comparative approaches. Too much bibliometric research suffers from scholarly isolation. While attempts to create standards for
bibliometrics (Glänzel and Schoepflin 1994; Glänzel 1996; Glänzel et al. 1996; Sirtes et al.
2013) advance only slowly and do not go unchallenged, we should at least agree on the
importance of being able to explain and compare what we did. This is a pre-condition to
the also pending challenge to produce re-producible results, and to develop datasets for
benchmarking. Price ascribed cumulative growth to the ‘hard’ sciences and hoped that
bibliometrics would move towards this growth pattern (de Solla Price 1986 [1963]).
Developing comparative approaches to our own research will support this by increasing
consistency and coherence of our research.
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